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Afterword

There is much spoken in Joseph Conrad’s Heart of Darkness, a sem-
inal 1899 novella about a British sailor named Charles Marlow sent 
on a mission to locate a rogue European ivory trader named Kurtz, 
in an unspecified African location. Many things are addressed for the 
first time by a European writer in ways that still shape our thinking 
today, including his judgment on the hollow “philanthropic pretense” 
of “civilizing” the “savages” used by Europeans to justify the economic 
exploitation of their colonies. Conrad is the first novelist to use this set-
ting to interrogate the central conceit of European culture, namely the 
rightness and universality of its beliefs, and to question whether this 
blindness necessarily leads to doom. The sailor’s account of an upriver 
voyage is modeled on Conrad’s 1890 visit to the Belgian Congo, but 
Heart of Darkness is also the story of a man’s haunting inward voyage 
of self-discovery and transformation. For over a century, Heart of 
Darkness has taken readers on a journey from which no one returns 
unchanged. 

What is spoken, in a tone that oscillates between fever and restraint, 
is the violent imposition of a European mindset on the world in the 
shape of Kurtz as a self-justifying “emissary of pity, and science, and 
progress” and the way this epistemological frame of Universalism, 
Civilization, and Culture, comes undone. Conrad’s indictment of the 
colonizers tearing “treasure out of the bowels of the land […] with no 
more moral purpose […] than there is in burglars breaking into a safe,” 
is the undoing of the Europeans’ self-justifying claims.

There is also much that remains unsaid. What is described as the 
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incomprehensible, incoherent, and illegitimate “drone of weird incan-
tations” and a “wild and passionate uproar” that is never fully artic-
ulated, are the Africans’ voices and experiences in the story. What is 
silenced and appears only in the shape of shifting silhouettes, what is 
offered and then withdrawn through ambiguous metaphors, summon-
ings, and other rhetorical devices in this tale of two white men’s con-
flicting visions of reality, is the equally valid but different perspective of 
that same reality centered on and told by Africans on their own terms. 
What is not spoken yet alluded to everywhere are the experiences and 
voices of the Africans in the “heart of darkness,” and also the experi-
ences of women whose fleeting appearance frames this spectral tale as 
powerfully as anything explicitly said.

Like few other works of literature, Conrad’s Heart of Darkness 
deepens rather than resolves its central tension between what is 
described, what remains hidden, and what may be inexpressible. Heart 
of Darkness never brings the Africans fully out of the shadows, and 
this has prompted much debate. But dragging everything into the 
epistemological sway of the European gaze, of subjecting everything 
and everyone to the need for “enlightenment,” is what the story indicts. 
Instead of leaving out what cannot be said, Conrad signals the pres-
ence of inexpressible things not only in Africa but in the European 
mindset as well. The paradigmatic influence of Conrad’s work results 
from his insight that European supremacy is as much the imposition of 
language and epistemology as it is political and economic oppression. 
The colonial project is not only executed by political, economic and 
military actions but also legitimated and even enacted by metaphors 
which deny full humanity to some humans and repress this denial to 
those who do the naming. Naming things and people in certain ways 
is inextricably linked to how we treat them. The impact of his work 
has outlasted the colonies in part because he shows that even when 
the colonial practices end, this language continues to subterraneously 
legitimate the horrors that history writing either records or forgets. 

Heart of Darkness is about the dangerous European tendency of 
considering its mode of knowing as an objective, universal, and neutral 
paradigm. Heart of Darkness exposes the foolish arrogance of a system of 
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thought that purports to master life but in its quest for absolute transpar-
ency, squelches it. Conrad alternately refuses to or cannot elucidate all 
of the darknesses in this tale. Instead, we as readers must discern those 
things that are unimagined by Conrad’s characters, including the story’s 
narrator, but signaled as something he could not express.1

In order to understand the radical new vision presented in Heart of 
Darkness and to grasp how Conrad’s blind spot about his complicity in 
the system he critiques can deepen rather than inhibit our understand-
ing, we must disentangle the three stories told in the book. They are 
Marlow’s steamboat journey to find Kurtz, his inner voyage of self-dis-
covery, and the narrator’s transformation from bystander to implicated 
witness. They are based on Conrad’s own experiences, his wide-rang-
ing reading of literature, travel narratives, and political works, and his 
deep immersion in and close observation of life.

Joseph Conrad, who was born in 1857 to Polish parents in Russian-
occupied Ukraine as Józef Teodor Konrad Korzeniowski, had sailed on 
French commercial ships and then joined the British merchant marine, 
where he worked for sixteen years. For about two decades, he traveled 
in the Americas, Africa, and the Far East on voyages that yielded rich 
material for his stories and books. Conrad deepened these tales of 
adventures on the high seas with psychological and moral questions. 
Can civilization temper our instincts? What is evil? Are there moral 
obligations for economic enterprises, or should making a profit be 
distinct from making a better world? Are some ways of life superior to 
others? Can we really understand ourselves and our motives? Where is 
the line between confidence and hubris? How do we know whether our 
version of reality is accurate?

Setting many of his stories on board a ship provided Conrad with an 
opportunity to closely study these issues because there crew and captain 

1 Toni Morrison’s Playing in the Dark (New York: Vintage 1993) offers a 
reading that activates the blind spots around race in American fiction, and 
Édouard Glissand, in Faulkner’s Mississippi (New York: Farrar, Straus, Giroux, 
1999) pursue a similar concern as Morrison in his call to “revisit and ‘make 
complete’” Faulkner’s oeuvre when read through the lens provided by Black 
readers and writers. 
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exist, for months at a time, in a practically autonomous and rigidly 
stratified world. In 1890, Conrad signed on for an upriver trip into the 
Belgian Congo. Conrad arrived in the Congo six years after the Berlin 
Conference in 1885, which had been convened by major European 
powers to divide the continent of Africa into colonies for economic 
exploitation and, ostensibly, to bring civilization to the Africans, who 
the Europeans stereotyped as barbaric or child-like. The “Scramble for 
Africa,” as the conference would become known, turned the Congo, 
which covered about ten percent of the landmass of the African con-
tinent, into a private possession of Belgium’s King Leopold II. No 
consideration was given to African participation in this economic, 
military, and political invasion of their land, which had thousands of 
years of history before any Europeans arrived. Instead, the European 
powers, and Leopold II, cloaked their objectives in what Conrad calls 
the hypocritical rhetoric of “humanizing, improving, instructing” the 
natives. The United States became the first government to recognize 
King Leopold II as the private owner of the “Independent State of 
Congo.” The Belgian king soon declared all of the region’s resources 
and products to be his private property, and unleashed a campaign 
of unrelenting violence against indigenous populations to extract 
wealth from a land that suddenly, by European fiat and in the name of 
spreading civilization around the globe, belonged to him. Conrad had 
read about and during his visit witnessed scenes of horrific violence 
in the Congo. He had also absorbed as the justification for imperial 
expansion the argument that the natives needed to be “civilized.” Even 
the sharpest critiques of imperial abuses during Conrad’s time upheld 
some of the metaphors that informed the mindset of European superi-
ority. Like many others, Conrad objected to the violence in the Congo 
but maintained some of the language that bolstered Europe’s belief in 
its inherent supremacy. Many people outside of Africa, including many 
American critics of the abuses in the Congo, faulted the method but 
not the moral rightness of the enterprise.

Unlike political critiques Heart of Darkness self-consciously uses 
detours, self-questioning moments, subversive metaphors, doubts, 
revisions and other rhetorical devices to create an imaginary universe, 
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and one in which something remains unexpressed. “The conquest of 
the earth, which mostly means the taking it away from those who have 
a different complexion or slightly flatter noses than ourselves, is not a 
pretty thing when you look into it much.” But “look into it” Marlow 
does, and with him we can examine the abyssal practices of colonial-
ism which were staked on categorizing humans according to some 
age-old and some newly invented categories of race, ethnicity, gender, 
and religion, with white European men at the top. Conrad provides 
the insight that the empirical project depends on racism—a mindset 
and its corresponding language—to function. Yet even while Conrad’s 
book critiques the colonial project’s brutality, it perpetuates some of 
its racist stereotypes, and his insight that economics and ideology are 
interdependent in the colonial project does not alter his Eurocentric 
descriptions of the Africans he encounters.2

At a young age Conrad had boasted to his schoolmates that as 
an adult he would visit Africa, parts of which had not been seen by 
Europeans at that point. “One day, putting my finger on a spot in the 
very middle of the then white heart of Africa, I declared that some day 
I would go there.”3 Eighteen years later, Conrad commanded a steam-
boat up an African river. What did he seek? What did he find? 

Everything was dark under the stars. Every other white 
man on board was asleep […]

...And I said to myself with awe, “This is the very spot 
of my boyish boast.”

A great melancholy descended on me. Yes: this was 
the very spot. But there was no shadowy friend to stand 
by my side in the night of the enormous wilderness, no 
great haunting memory, but only […] the distasteful 
knowledge of the vilest scramble for loot that ever disfig-
ured the history of human conscience and geographical 

2 Edward Said, “Two Visions in Heart of Darkness,” in Culture and Imperialism, 
New York: Vintage, 1994.
3 Joseph Conrad, “Geography and Some Explorers,” in The National Geographic 
Magazine, Volume XLV, No. 1-6, January-June, 1924.
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exploration. What an end to the idealized realities of a 
boy’s daydreams!4

Africa disillusioned Conrad because no reality matched his boyhood 
dreams envisioned while poring over maps to pursue “the romantic 
explorations of his inner self.” It also disillusioned him because the 
violence in the colonies “disfigured the history of human conscience,” 
which is an insight that later prompted political theorist Hannah 
Arendt to rely on Conrad’s fiction in her analysis of European fascism 
and totalitarianism.5 But Conrad found a way of countering his disil-
lusionment with a world which had been disenchanted by systematic 
cartography and political compartmentalization, which blocks rather 
than aids insight into the human condition: inventing new stories. 

I wondered what I was doing there, for indeed it [the trip 
to the Congo] was only an unforeseen episode, hard to 
believe in now, in my seaman’s life. Still the fact remains 
that I have smoked a pipe of peace at midnight in the 
very heart of the African Continent, and felt very lonely 
there.

The white man experienced a bout of loneliness in Africa. But instead 
of explaining this “fact” away, he deepened it into alienation. Marlow, 
like Conrad as a boy, had been motivated to become a sailor in Heart 
of Darkness by the “many blank spaces on the earth.” By the time he 
reached Africa, they “got filled [and] had ceased to be a blank space of 
delightful mystery.” Exploration and greed in the guise of civilizing had 
severely compromised his attitude toward life as something mysterious 
and indeterminate, and therefore open to the future. When he reached 
Africa as an adult, the blank places “had become a place of darkness.” 
In Conrad’s mind, reason and knowledge, partly embodied for him in 

4 Joseph Conrad, “Geography and Some Explorers,” op. cit.
5 Hannah Arendt, The Origins of Totalitarianism, New York: Harcourt, Brace, 
Jovanovich, 1973. Arendt’s reliance on some of the racist tropes of Conrad’s 
work without distancing or reflection has prompted further debate. See Sheyla 
Benhabib, The Reluctant Modernism of Hannah Arendt, New York: Rowman 
and Littlefield, 2003.
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the practice of overly rationalistic and arid geography, had produced 
vile actions. The European urge to explore and map the world did not 
shed light but in fact produced “darkness.” To this day, the stereotype of 
Africa as a dark continent in need of Europe’s enlightenment is used in 
ways that shut down an inspiring source of new perspectives. Conrad’s 
stories, paramount among them Heart of Darkness, show the damage 
wrought by Europeans in their delusional quest of comprehending and 
conquering the whole world.

Instead of covering over his sense of loneliness in Africa by blaming 
it on his outsider status, Conrad interrogated this loneliness. By turn-
ing loneliness into the kernel for Heart of Darkness, Conrad deepened 
rather than repressed or resolved his disillusionment. He generated his 
fiction not out of an abundance of dreams but out of their disappear-
ance. The resulting literature, of which Heart of Darkness in paradig-
matic, is in itself a new dream, which is Conrad’s hope for Europe to 
transform the unflinching memory of its past into a better future. In 
this sense, Heart of Darkness is a key text of European modernism, 
which is a mode of writing that questions its own suppositions with-
out fully giving up on its capacity for inventing something new in the 
world. His stories account for life by inscribing rather than explaining 
away what remains inexpressible. When his quest for a deeper truth 
led him to a scene of shocking horror, he realized that blankness and 
opacity are the parts of our shared world that keep it radically open to 
the future. “Darkness” can result from the urge to understand every-
thing without remainder. The European boy raised in the age of explo-
ration ended up writing stories that countered the colonial mindset of 
Universal Reason with silences, blanks, and gasps.    

Heart of Darkness offers a severe critique of “the rapacious, pitiless 
folly” of colonialism. But the narrator stops short of condemning 
the colonial idea and the underlying claim of Western supremacy. 
In this regard, Heart of Darkness matches other critiques of colonial 
brutality during Conrad’s time by prominent writers and politicians. 
In newspapers and open letters, they condemned the excesses in 
the Belgian Congo but largely maintained that Africans ought to be 
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civilized according to Western standards.6 In 1903 Conrad himself 
wrote a devastating indictment of King Leopold’s practices in the 
Congo and soon thereafter of the transformation of Europe into a 
naked contest over power and profits. “Il n’ya plus d’Europe  [Europe 
no longer exists]—there is only an armed and trading continent, the 
home of slowly maturing economical contests for life and death and 
of loudly proclaimed world-wide ambitions.”7 But different from such 
overtly political statements which ultimately ended King Leopold’s 
rapacious rule, Heart of Darkness does not present an argument. As 
a work of imaginative fiction built on the close examination of lived 
experience rather than data and documents, Conrad’s novella critiques 
the imperial mindset by revealing how language not only describes but 
shapes the world. Instead of presenting a straightforward case, Heart of 
Darkness doubles back, questions, and ultimately very nearly undoes 
its own position on knowledge. By way of irony, metaphors, allusions, 
ambiguous strategies of affirmation and disavowal and a style often 
described as impressionistic, it offers a critique of European supremacy 
while perpetuating some and undermining others of its claims. The 
resulting text can be questioned and challenged, but it does not offer 
an entirely coherent position to be refuted or endorsed. Just as Marlow 

6 For a discussion of the political criticisms of King Leopold II’s crimes in the 
Belgian Congo by authors such as Booker T. Washington, Edmund Dene Morel, 
William Sheppard, George Washington Williams, W.E.B. DuBois, Mark Twain, 
Anatole France, Arthur Conan Doyle, Ford Madox Ford, and others, see Johnny 
van Hove, Congoism: Congo Discourses in the United States from 1800 to the 
Present, Berlin: Transcript Verlag, 2018, David van Reybrouck, Congo: The Epic 
History of a People, New York: HarperCollins, 2015, and Adam Hochschild, 
King Leopold’s Ghosts, New York: Houghton Mifflin, 1999. For a history of 
colonialism in the Congo and its links to Conrad, see also Sven Lindquist, 
Exterminate all the Brutes: One Man’s Odyssey into the Heart of Darkness and the 
Origins of European Genocide, New York: The New Press, 1997, and on Conrad 
as a cosmopolitan avant la lettre, see Maya Jasanoff, The Dawn Watch: Joseph 
Conrad in a Global World, New York: Random House, 2018.
7 Joseph Conrad, “Autocracy and War,” in Notes on Life and Letters, London: 
J.M. Dent and Sons, 1921, 149, cited in Hunt Hawkins, “Joseph Conrad, Roger 
Casement, and the Congo Reform Movement,” Journal of Modern Literature, 
9:1 (1981 - 1982), 74.
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struggles against the seductive pull of Kurtz’s charisma, we as readers 
must struggle with the coils of Conrad’s ambiguous language. 

 While Marlow issues a severe indictment of the brutality he witnesses 
on his journey, he perpetuates the Eurocentric stereotype of Africa as a 
place without its own history. Africans are described as belonging “still 
[…] to the beginnings of time [with] no inherited experience to teach 
them, as it were.” For Marlow and the narrator, Africans are people 
subjected to but never agents of history, and Europeans in Africa are 
“wanderers on prehistoric earth, on an earth that wore an aspect of 
an unknown planet.” Amidst the clear rejection of colonial violence, 
Heart of Darkness upholds the idea that Africa must be brought into the 
modern era according to Western standards. The question is whether 
those standards could be imposed without brute force if they were 
understood as truly universal. The underlying question, as pertinent 
today in our age of global migration as it had been in Conrad’s days, is 
whether the idea of a universalizing civilization makes sense at all or 
is irreparably marred when in its formulations it denies Africans and 
other non-Europeans the right to define civilization on their terms.

As a European who declares his position to be that of reason and 
understanding, Marlow glimpses not reality but only silhouettes: 

We are accustomed to look upon the shackled form of a conquered 
monster, but there—there you could look at a thing monstrous and free. 
It was unearthly, and the men were—No, they were not inhuman […] 
They howled and leaped, and spun, and made horrid faces; but what 
thrilled you was just the thought of their humanity—like yours—the 
thought of your remote kinship with this wild and passionate uproar. 
Ugly. Yes, it was ugly enough…

How to defuse this stockpile of stereotypes? How to account for the 
story’s geopolitical setting in African rather than relegating it to a back-
drop to an existential drama, when Conrad’s metaphors, the “heart of 
darkness” above all, place Africa and Africans in an epistemological 
stranglehold that turns them into shadows at best? How to make sense 
of Marlow’s criticism of the colonial enterprise when he sees Africa as 
nothing but “a black and incomprehensible frenzy” in need of help? 
How can we make sense of a situation caused by political, economic 
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and military actions as much as by the innermost workings of lan-
guage, since it does not seem feasible to throw out the English language 
as a whole? Is there a position where we can be sure of our meanings 
about a story that chronicles the collapse of knowledge and morality in 
the face of a terrible disaster? 

Conrad’s language critiques and affirms the colonial mindset often 
in the same sentence. “Yes, I looked at them as you would on any 
human being” illustrates this technique of affirming and calling into 
question the Africans’ humanity at once. Instead of seeing this as a con-
tradiction, we can recognize such moments of rhetorical uncertainty as 
opportunities to generate new readings that would have been unimag-
inable for its author. Marlow’s struggle not to succumb to Kurtz’s vision 
results in a gripping psychological tale. But there is another struggle 
located in this seminal book, which is that of the narrator and even 
Conrad maintaining control of the language of his story. 

In a commentary on Kurtz’s final utterance, “the horror, the horror,” 
which has become synonymous with the book itself, the narrator 
underlines the story’s unresolved ambiguities:  

[T]his was the expression of some sort of belief; it had candour, it 
had conviction, it had a vibrating note of revolt in its whisper, it had 
the appalling face of a glimpsed truth—the strange commingling of 
desire and hate […] True, he had made that last stride, he had stepped 
over the edge, while I had been permitted to draw back my hesitating 
foot. 

Marlow’s tale has the pathos and peculiar affect created by any sur-
vivor who recounts a horrific ordeal. It is an act of witnessing, which 
means that the story is told not by an uninvolved bystander who main-
tains steady control over the tale but by a narrator implicated in and 
transformed by its telling. Kurtz’s stride “over the edge” is a step not 
into madness as incoherent chaos. It is the step into a solipsistic and 
total system of thought, which recognizes itself alone as the legitimate 
ground for the truth. Kurtz’s story is that of a European man who com-
pletes the European project of considering his perspective as universal. 
His role as ruthless “chief of the Inner Station” who makes and enforces 
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his own laws is merely the outer manifestation of the belief that his 
perspective is objective and universal. Marlow comes very close to 
this delusion, which is the point-of-viewlessness of the European male 
tradition, but then “draw[s] back [his] hesitating foot” without suc-
cumbing to it. 

Marlow is not only fascinated by Kurtz, who is a maniacal and pow-
erful demagogue and thus also a prototype of the number of self-ag-
grandizing tyrants adored by millions of self-identified “civilized” 
Europeans and Americans in the twentieth century and well into the 
current moment. But Kurtz also succumbs to what he experiences as 
another culture and assimilates into some of its practices, including 
those of shocking violence. It is as if he experienced the African real-
ity he lived in a kind of darkness and was seduced by it, rather than 
illuminating it. In a way, Heart of Darkness also tells the story of Kurtz 
being colonized by Africa. Marlow stays just outside of the orbit of 
Kurtz’s charisma. The book does not resolve whether he ultimately 
believes that in distinction to everyone he encounters, he can maintain 
a perspective that is objective, neutral, and universally valid. Indeed, 
the ingenuity of Heart of Darkness is that the narrator and we as readers 
or listeners are nearly seduced by Marlow the way he is nearly seduced 
by Kurtz. 

Just as Marlow’s ruminations on his role vis-à-vis the world open 
his story up to re-interpretation, Conrad’s Heart of Darkness opens up 
rather than sums up the European project of imposing its vision and 
values on colonial states. As the narrator’s fellow-listeners drift off to 
sleep, the narrator vigilantly listens for a clue that would explain what 
in this story remains so unsettling and unresolved: “I listened, I lis-
tened on the watch for the sentence, for the word, that would give me 
the clue to the faint uneasiness inspired by this narrative that seemed 
to shape itself without human lips in the heavy night-air on the river.” 
For today’s readers, the “uneasiness” can become a site of creativity 
rather than frustration. The blank places in Conrad’s tale can prompt 
us to bear witness to what escapes direct expression and elucidation. In 
the words of critic Edward Said, they “permi[t] [Conrad’s] later read-
ers to imagine something other than an Africa carved into dozens of 
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European colonies, even if […] he had little notion of what that Africa 
might be.”8

In our current moment, when America’s status as the world’s lone 
superpower is contested and countless people challenge the way the 
planet is carved up according to political, economic and military inter-
ests and along metaphors of lightness and dark, black and white, native 
and foreign, Heart of Darkness provides an important lens through 
which to view our reality. In today’s globalized age, when Europe has 
long been demoted and America’s economic and military superiority 
is severely challenged, the Western moral and ideological paradigm 
of defining the world is yet again being questioned, as it had been 
at earlier moments, from both within and without. This paradigm 
determines the neo-colonial practices that exploit many regions of the 
world, including those visited and described by Conrad. It also upholds 
the precarious enforcement of human rights cherished and sought by 
billions on the planet.  

When film director Francis Ford Coppola adapted Heart of 
Darkness to depict America’s defeat in Vietnam in his 1977 feature 
film, Apocalypse Now, he read the book as a diagnosis of the danger 
of considering one’s worldview to be all-encompassing and absolute. 
Twenty years later, when Eleanor Coppola turned her footage from 
that film set into a book and documentary film, Hearts of Darkness: 
A Filmmaker’s Apocalypse, she poignantly revealed the blind spot in 
her husband’s egomaniacal artistic vision that drove him to put his 
creation above personal relations. Ciro Guerra’s 2015 feature film 
Embrace of the Serpent reimagines a European’s upriver journey as 
that of an indigenous shaman searching for remnants of his ravaged 
community, alongside a dying Westerner, and countless science fiction 
epics from Andrei Tarkovsky’s 1971 film Solaris, based on Stanisław 
Lem’s novel, to James Gray’s 2019 Ad Astra, recount a hero’s journey to 
retrieve members of the homeland who have gone rogue. All of these 
reimaginings of Heart of Darkness deepen Conrad’s vision to explore 
fundamental contradictions in various worldviews. They follow other 
8 Edward Said, “Two Visions in Heart of Darkness,” in Culture and Imperialism, 
New York: Vintage, 1994, 26.
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responses by writers such as André Gide, T.S. Eliot, Ernest Hemingway, 
Ngūgī wa T’iongo, Italo Calvino, V.S. Naipaul, J.M. Coetzee and others, 
which do not fill in Conrad’s blanks but use them to reveal other blind 
spots and create new insights and enlightenment in each successive 
paradigm of knowledge.

 A hundred years before globalization had become a reality that 
impacts all lives on the planet, Heart of Darkness shows that ideology 
and its idioms and economic and political power, how we describe the 
world and how we act in it, are inextricably linked. In a trenchant 1975 
lecture, the Nigerian novelist Chinua Achebe focused on this linkage 
of language and ideology when he called Heart of Darkness, which was 
then mainly interpreted as an existential voyage of self-discovery, ”an 
offensive and deplorable book” written by “a bloody racist.”9 Achebe, 
the author of the magisterial 1951 Things Fall Apart, widely considered 
the first African novel written in English, argued that Heart of Darkness 
“parades in the most vulgar fashion prejudices and insults from which 
a section of mankind has suffered untold agonies and atrocities in the 
past and continues to do so in many ways and many places today.”10

Achebe’s critique of Heart of Darkness as remaining trapped within 
the epistemological straitjacket of European superiority has been chal-
lenged as polemical and dogmatic. In actuality, it is an invitation to 
consider how the text, on the level of rhetoric, pries open the language 
of racist stereotypes from which it cannot escape.

The force of Conrad’s book lies in its realization that language can 
shape but also subvert reality, and that filling in the blanks on a map can 
result in darkness rather than enlightenment. While Achebe’s demand 
to include the African experience as an equally valid alternative to the 
European paradigm is critical, it is not the only response to Conrad. 
Filling in the blank spaces in Conrad’s book can be a substantial way 
of challenging European supremacy. But this method can also become 
another essentializing frame, even if Achebe’s act of decolonization is 
staked not on suppression but empowerment. It risks obscuring the 
9 Chinua Achebe, Hopes and Impediments. Selected Essays 1965-87. Oxford: 
Oxford University Press, 1988.
10 Achebe, Hopes and Impediments, op.cit.
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fact, dramatized in Heart of Darkness, that despite its ethnocentric pos-
turing, European identity is not fully transparent to itself. The fantasy 
of pure self-presence and absolute self-knowledge remains its blind 
spot or, indeed, its “heart of darkness.” But clearing up this darkness 
also risks overlooking the fact that the Africans in Conrad’s tale resist 
this framing by insisting what the philosopher Édouard Glissand has 
called “a right to opacity.”11

Up to a point the Africans in Conrad’s text are little but shadows that 
serve the European writer’s aesthetic project.12 But extricating these 
figures without remainder from the darkness to which Europe assigns 
them and making them completely comprehensible and transparent, 
also keeps them under the sway of the Western regime of knowledge. It 
risks interpreting them by another paradigm of knowledge. To honor 
Achebe’s critical point, we can resist positing yet another fixed identity. 
We can resist clearing up the darkness, which is not obscurity but the 
demand to be recognized on one’s own terms as free. 

We must be careful not to become the bearers of a light whose 
origin, Conrad makes clear, is the European desire to dominate. Not 
being fully transparent can be a protective mechanism against the 
sometimes predatory search for knowledge. By recognizing opacity, 
Glissand explains, we resist standardizing and reducing everyone to 
transparency. It means recognizing a person’s right to “opacity in dark-
ness,” which is “the signal for a place that is looking for its identity in 
relation and diversity.”13 

For a reading of Conrad, this means recognizing that the world is 
filled with inexpressible dimensions of existence. It means recognizing 
but not resolving what we do not understand, which is something Kurtz 
fails to do. The question raised by Heart of Darkness is not whether we 

11 Édouard Glissand, Poetics of Relation, translated by Betsy Wing. Ann Arbor: 
The University of Michigan Press, 1997; also Manthia Diawara, “The Tout-
Monde Chaos-World,” August 4, 2018, lecture in Saas Fee, Switzerland, https://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-KJpd2wyf8
12 Toni Morrison, Playing in the Dark, New York: Vintage, 1993.
13 Manthia Diawara, lecture on Édouard Glissand, August 4, 2018, Saas Fee, 
Switzerland, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-KJpd2wyf8
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should continue reading works of the past that espouse views we today 
consider offensive, but how to read such works. Honing in on Marlow’s 
use of a pervasive racial slur, the n-word, the legal scholar Randall 
Kennedy has explained that the question is not whether a racial slur 
occurs but in what context and for what purpose it is used.14 The n-word 
occurs several times in Heart of Darkness, first in the description of a 
shocking scene of violence that reveals how the physical and symbolic 
degradation of black workers and others were intertwined. Does the 
narrator, or Conrad, endorse the degradation intended with the racial 
slur when he uses it? A few paragraphs later, the term “negro” refers to 
another person. By using these terms not interchangeably, the narrator 
makes us aware that words do not only describe but also shape and 
make human existence. This awareness to the specific uses of the term 
allows us to read Heart of Darkness against the grain, which includes 
the racist mindset of Conrad’s time.

This is not the same as saying that values change and that we should 
appeal to an eternal standard of pure aesthetics, presumably free 
from politics, dogma, and current concerns. Every period brings its 
own understanding of the world to bear on the texts it inherits. To 
dismiss the critique out of adherence to politically correct dogma is a 
frightening idea. Paying close attention to the blinds spot in Conrad’s 
work, which coincide and sometimes diverge from the arrogance of the 
European mindset that considers itself absolute and universal, is not 
a temporary fad. It is a way of reading the tradition against the grain 
and thus seeing the world in a new way. We can read Heart of Darkness 
to continue Conrad’s crucial project of imagining a shared world not 
based on fantasy but from the recognition of how earlier dreams col-
lapsed. The best we can do is not to excuse or condemn Conrad’s work 
but to reveal how the blank spots and the suffocating stereotypes in his 
text open up a space for those who his work did not allow to speak. 

       New York, December 2019
Ulrich Baer

14 Randall Kennedy, Nigger: The Strange Case of a Troublesome Word, New 
York: Vintage, 2003




